
 

Replacement   Tup   Options  
 
Breeding   is   around   the   corner,   and   thoughts   will   start   to   turn   to   tup   sales   soon.   Details   have   started  
emerging   of   dates   for   live   tup   sales,   although   we   don’t   know   yet   the   restrictions   that   will   come   with   these.  
I   imagine   they   will   happen   in   a   limited   capacity,   having   only   a   certain   number   of   people   around   the   ring  
and   others   bidding   virtually.   Take   some   time   now   to   plan   on   what   type   of   tup   is   actually   needed   for   the  
coming   season,   do   you   need   maternal   genetics,   terminal   genetics   or   a   mixture   of   both?   Remember   the  
decisions   you   make   on   tup   sale   day,   will   last   generations   in   your   flock.   
 
Think   about   the   performance   of   your   current   females,   are   they   progressing   your   flock   in   terms   of   better  
replacement   animals,   are   your   lambs   finishing   quicker   year   on   year,   are   you   rearing   enough   lambs   or   is  
there   room   for   improvement   with   new   genetics.   
 
Purchasing   good   maternal   genetics   will   pay   dividends   year   on   year   when   breeding   your   own  
replacements.   This   can   however   be   the   reverse,   with   bad   genetics   which   can   have   a   long   lasting  
negative   effect   on   the   flock.   If   you   are   looking   to   annually   replace   20%   of   the   flock   with   younger   animals,  
then   use   maternal   genetics   on   a   larger   proportion   of   the   flock,   to   ensure   you   have   a   large   pool   to   select  
from   for   final   breeding.   The   remaining   ewes   in   the   flock   can   be   tupped   in   a   separate   group   to   terminal  
sires,   aiding   with   a   quick   finished   lamb   suitable   for   the   finished   market.   
 
Think   how   many   of   each   type   of   tup   you   require   this   year,   and   where   the   best   market   is   for   these.   With  
COVID   restrictions,   markets   are   limited   to   the   numbers   of   buyers   entering   on   sale   day,   as   well   as   an   age  
limit   on   buyers   (>70).   If   buying   on   line   or   asking   someone   to   buy   on   your   behalf   know   exactly   what   you   3  
want   prior   to   the   sale.   Is   it   a   farm   based   sale,   homing   in   on   genetic   merit   for   maternal   traits,   or   a   specific  
breed   society   sale,   looking   for   quick   growing   traits.   A   little   bit   of   preparation   now   should   make   tup  
purchase   day   that   little   bit   easier   this   year.   
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